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a b s t r a c t
The clinical recognition of drug–drug interactions (DDIs) is a crucial issue for both patient safety and
health care cost control. Thus there is an urgent need that DDIs be extracted automatically from biomedical literature by text-mining techniques. Although the top-ranking DDIs systems explore various features of texts, these features can’t yet adequately express long and complicated sentences. In this
paper, we present an effective graph kernel which makes full use of different types of contexts to identify
DDIs from biomedical literature. In our approach, the relations among long-range words, in addition to
close-range words, are obtained by the graph representation of a parsed sentence. Context vectors of a
vertex, an iterative vectorial representation of all labeled nodes adjacent and nonadjacent to it, adequately capture the direct and indirect substructures’ information. Furthermore, the graph kernel considering the distance between context vectors is used to detect DDIs. Experimental results on the
DDIExtraction 2013 corpus show that our system achieves the best detection and classification performance (F-score) of DDIs (81.8 and 68.4, respectively). Especially for the Medline-2013 dataset, our system
outperforms the top-ranking DDIs systems by F-scores of 10.7 and 12.2 in detection and classification,
respectively.
Ó 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Drug–drug interactions (DDIs) occur when one administered
drug has an influence on the level or activity of another drug.
The DDI problem is one of the most important causes of medical
errors. Knowing all potential interactions is very important for
physicians prescribing varying combinations of drugs for their
patients.
Because it is becoming more common that multiple drugs are
used simultaneously, DDIs are causing a great threat to public
health [1]. The interactions among drugs are affected by many factors, such as the dose dependence of many DDIs, natural genetic
and demographic variation. Therefore, the recognition of DDIs in
the clinic is difficult even if a drug has been tested by stages. Today,
most DDIs are discovered by accident in the clinic or during phases
IV clinic trials that take place once a drug is already on the market
[2]. Only a few drug combinations can be analyzed at a time by laboratory studies, which is not enough to recognize, understand and
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predict DDIs on a large scale. However, huge amounts of data relevant to DDIs are preserved in specialized databases and scientific
documents. On the one hand, existing databases with structured
data are generally incomplete because of their long update periods.
On the other hand, the amount of biomedical literature with
unstructured data, such as MEDLINE, is increasing exponentially.
As a result, there is an urgent need that DDIs should be extracted
automatically and effectively from biomedical literature. This contributes significantly not only to detecting known DDIs, but also to
automating the database curation process, which is currently performed manually [3].
To promote the development of text-mining techniques and
improve the performance for detecting DDIs from biomedical texts,
Segura-Bedmar et al. [4,5] developed valuable gold standard sets in
the DDIExtraction challenges 2011 (DDI-2011) and 2013 (DDI2013), which provided an opportunity to address the problem of
DDI extraction for the community. While DDI-2011 corpus only
focused on the identification of all possible pairs of interacting
drugs, DDI-2013 corpus [6] also proposed, in addition to detection,
a more fine-grained classification of each true DDI. In both challenges, the detection of DDIs was seen as a binary classification
problem, where each candidate drug pair is judged as having an
interacting relation or not. In particular, the DDI-2013 corpus
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includes the DrugBank dataset (DB-2013) and the Medline dataset
(ML-2013). However, it is worth noting that, for the detection and
classification tasks, there are relatively low F-measures on the ML2013 dataset compared with the DB-2013 dataset. Therefore, what
this paper is concerned with is how to improve the performance on
the ML-2013 dataset.
The support vector machine (SVM), one machine-learningbased approach, has been prevalent in systems with state-of-theart performance [7–13] in both challenges. Kernel methods, the
key technology of SVM, can be regarded as a generalization of
feature-based methods by replacing the dot-product with a similarity function between two vectors [14]. Composite kernels
[8,9,13,15,16], which combine different characteristics of several
kernels, are frequently used in SVM systems to obtain heterogeneous and complementary features. The composite-kernel-based
systems achieved the best results in both the DDI-2011 and DDI2013 challenges. However, Segura-Bedmar et al. [17] demonstrate
that it is rarely possible to further enhance the performance of DDI
tasks by building different ensemble systems after the DDI-2013
challenge. In addition, a composite-kernel-based system is generally an intricate system. Composite kernels require more computational cost because of the accumulative complexity of the
underlying kernels. Furthermore, additional learning is required
to optimize the weights of individual kernels [18]. In fact, a recent
study [19] suggests that the performance improvement of relation
extraction systems depends on more expressive feature sets rather
than on more complex kernel functions.
Therefore, many researchers have focused recently on how to
build a DDIs system with a single kernel [18,20], which should
be a practicable alternative for DDI tasks if it performs as well as
composite kernels. Compared with a linear kernel with only
word-level features in an n-dimensional space, a nonlinear kernel
can map a structured representation of a sentence into a highdimensional feature space where instances can be divided linearly
into two or more groups. A graph kernel is a nonlinear kernel
which builds on a graph structure with labels on nodes and/or
edges. A graph is a powerful tool for modeling relations and events,
because the graph provides a flexible structure to represent a network and to naturally describe the relations between its components [21]. Systems based on a graph kernel have shown an
advantage in relation extraction tasks [12,22,23]. Hence, it is good
to explore the use of a graph kernel to extract the drug–drug
interactions.
Contexts are any information that can be used to characterize
the situation of a token in a sentence. Machine-learning-based
approaches can statistically capture the characteristics of contexts
and arguments relating to syntactic structures. However, existing
graph kernels generally explore limited contextual information of
graphs. The walk-weighted subsequence kernel [24] only matches
the e-walk and v-walk on the shortest path of the dependency
graph. The all-path graph kernel [12] labels only the token itself,
computes the infinite sum of the weights of all paths of any label
pairs, and neglects the adjacent structure of a node. The hash subgraph pair kernel (HSP) [25] computes a neighborhood hash of a
node. However, the bit operation and unavoidable inherent conflict
of hash operations lead to failures to identify coordinate structures,
negation expressions and appositions. The extended graph kernel
[26] adds the integer sum of the neighborhood of each vertex into
its labels by using the Morgan algorithm. It is obvious that
extracted contextual features are not expressive enough to capture
overall information around a node in the above two systems.
The appropriate choice and effective representation of contexts
affect the properties of a feature space. The Shallow Linguistic kernel [27] is possibly the best feature-based kernel. It is the combination of the local contexts and global contexts. However, this system
only counts the frequency or co-occurrence times of words
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encountered in the same context without considering the grammatical relations holding between the two entities. The syntactical
parse of the sentential structure can capture the relation of longdistance entities, which is especially important for the ML-2013
dataset, which contains long and subordinated sentences characterized by very scientific language from abstracts in the MEDLINE
database. In addition, recent advances in parsing technology
[28,29] allow parsing of syntactic dependencies with very high
speed and near state-of-the-art accuracy. UTurku [30], one of the
best participating systems, develops an open source linear kernel
system, TEES, where dependency chains starting from a token of
interest and dependency path N-grams on the shortest path are
used. Therefore, syntactical and other contexts should be utilized
adequately by graph-kernel-based systems to extract DDIs. Furthermore, the holistic and expressive representation of contextual
information enriches and subdivides features around a vertex and
makes it possible to improve the performance of DDI extraction
systems.
In this article, we present an effective and scalable context vector graph kernel that exploits contexts adequately to extract DDIs
from biomedical texts. Our method includes four critical steps:
first, build the graph representation to obtain the relations among
long-range words as well as close-range words for each candidate
drug pair. Next, calculate iteratively context vectors of a vertex by
using all labeled nodes adjacent and nonadjacent to this vertex,
which sufficiently capture the direct and indirect substructure
information. Then, the graph kernel considering the distance
between context vectors is derived to detect DDIs from texts.
Finally, the one-versus-all strategy is adopted to classify each true
DDI into one of four fine-gained types. The experimental results on
the DDIExtraction 2013 corpus indicate that our system achieves
the best F-scores of 81.8 for detecting DDIs and 68.4 for classification. Especially for the Medline-2013 dataset, our system outperforms the top-ranking DDIs systems’ F-scores by 10.7 and 12.2,
respectively.

2. Methods
In this section, we describe our approach to extracting drug–
drug interactions from biomedical texts.
2.1. Text preprocessing
All sentences of the corpus are cleaned and normalized by following text preprocessing, which enhances the speed and performance of a relation extraction system.
(1) Sentences for only one entity or two entities with same
tokens are filtered out.
(2) To highlight syntactic relations around an entity mention
when dependency parsing, rules are defined to mark their
different positions for the following entities: (I) Entity mentions sharing prefix or suffix. (II) Entity mentions which consist of multiple words. All words for above each an entity
mentions are connected to form a special string without
spaces. Then the corresponding mention is replaced by this
string. For example, the phrase ‘‘inactivated ND and AI vaccines” is annotated as two drug mentions (inactivated ND vaccines and inactivated AI vaccines, respectively), and it may be
transformed into ‘‘inactivated@ND@vaccines” and ‘‘inactivated@AI@vaccines”. Experiments indicate that this method
promotes obviously the performance of our systems.
(3) In order to reduce the sparsity of feature space, a special
token is used to replace the digit string which is not a
substring of a drug entity. For the following sentence ‘‘We
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evaluated the effects of calcium doses between 200 and
1500 mg on absorption of 5 mg nonheme iron”, the semantic
expression of this sentence should not change if the three
digit string (200, 150 and 5) are transformed into a uniform
form (‘‘NUM”), respectively.
After the above process, the number of entity mentions in an
input sentence is equal to that of the original. For example, a sentence with three annotated entities shown in bold is as follow: Lhistidine, via its metabolism to histamine, might decrease the efficacy
of H1 and H2 blockers (from DDI-DrugBank.d365.s1 in LHistidine_ddi.xml). Its simplified sentence is as follows: Lhistidine, via its metabolism to histamine, might decrease the efficacy
of H1@blockers and H2@blockers. Furthermore, dependency parsing will be performed on the simplified sentence by the Stanford
parser [31], and then syntactic and dependency parsing results
are obtained.
2.2. The structured representation of sentences
Dependency subgraphs and linear subgraphs are two kinds of
important graph representations in the tasks of biomedical relation
extraction. The dependency subgraph represents long-range
governor-dependent relations among sentential constituents. The
linear subgraph embodies the position sequence relations among
tokens in a sentence. A sentence in our approach is represented
by the two subgraphs, which contain complementary information
(see Fig. 1). The combination of the dependency subgraph and the
linear subgraph reflects the relation among different distance entities in a sentence. Fig. 1 shows an example for the structured representation of a sentence.
The corresponding sentence for each a candidate drug pair is
represented as a directed vertex-labeled weighted graph. The
dependency subgraph (Fig. 1(A)) and the linear subgraph (Fig. 1
(B)) are similar to previous studies [12]. One vertex and an associated set of labels are created for each token and for each dependency. In the dependency subgraph, each token vertex uses the
text and part-of-speech (POS) of the token as labels, and each

dependency vertex is labeled with the dependency type. For example, the label ‘‘effects/NNs” denotes that the text of the token node
is ‘‘effects” and the POS is ‘‘NNs”, and the label ‘‘amod” is the dependency type of token nodes ‘‘additive” and ‘‘effects”. For the generalization of our approach, all entity mentions are marked with
DRUG⁄ (⁄ denotes 0, 1, 2). DRUG1 and DRUG2 are the candidate
entities and DRUG0 replaces other entities in the input sentences.
The shortest path between the candidate entities is shown in bold
in the dependency subgraph. Moreover, all nodes on a shortest
path are specialized by using a prefix-tag (sp). In the linear subgraph, a second vertex with labels is created for each token.
Besides the text and POS-tag of the token, the labels of each word
are specialized by using the position prefix-tag (B, M, or A), which
denotes whether the word appears before, in-between, or after the
candidate drug pair. A token dictionary preserves all labels of
graphs. In the dependency subgraph, the edges are assigned
weights according to the weight scheme of Airola et al. [12] where
all edges on the shortest path receive a weight of 0.9 and other
edges receive a weight of 0.3. In the linear subgraph, the weight
0.9 is assigned to edges from the three words before DRUG1 to
after DRUG2 and the weight 0.3 is assigned to other edges.
2.3. Constructing context-based vectors
The strength of the relationship between candidate entities
might be affected by different kinds of contexts and their representations. Levy and Goldberg [29] demonstrate that linear contexts
reflect topic similarities, and dependency-based contexts or
syntax-based contexts reflect more functional similarities of syntactic structures. In their experiments, the top word and syntactic
contexts for the word ‘‘batman” are those phrases such as ‘‘superman/conj”, ‘‘spider-man/conj” and ‘‘robin/conj”. Therefore, it is
important for relation extraction that the contextual representation has enough expressive power. The following vectorial representation, based on the combination of the above two contexts,
provides an effective way to take full advantage of contexts.
Some essential terminologies are introduced before our method
is described. Consider a graph G = (V, e) where V denotes a finite set

Fig. 1. The graph representation of the corresponding sentence for a candidate pair. The candidate pair is marked as DRUG1 and DRUG2 and the other drugs are marked as
DRUG0. (A) The dependency subgraph where the labels of all nodes on the shortest path between the drugs shown in bold are specialized by using a prefix-tag (sp). (B) The
linear subgraph where the labels of each node are specialized by using the position prefix-tag (B, M, or A), which denotes whether the word appears before, in-between, or
after the candidate drug pair.
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of vertices (or nodes) and e # V  V denotes a finite set of edges
(or links). A graph G = (V, e, L) is called a vertex-labeled graph
where labels are only assigned to vertices and L is a finite set of
labels (or attributes) along with a label assigning function ℊ.
Definition 1. Context Vector: Given a vertex vx 2 V and its
adjacent nodes adj(vx) = {vadj_1, vadj_2,. . ., vadj_m}, the label of the
vertex vx is denoted as an ordered vector lvi (vx) in the i-th iteration
of its adjacent nodes, which is defined as

lv i ðv x Þ ¼



ðlðv x ÞÞ

i¼0

[m
ðv x ; v adj k Þ 2 e and i >¼ 1
k¼1 lv i1 ðv adj k Þ

ð1Þ

where l(vx) denotes the labels of the vertex vx. Fig. 2 shows an
example for the calculation of context vectors in a vertex-labeled
graph G (Fig. 2(A)), which is a part of Fig. 1. The column name of
Fig. 2(B) is the alias of the label of each node in the token dictionary.
The alias will replace the corresponding label on a node to simplify
the following representation in the computational process. The
context vectors of each vertex are computed in Fig. 2(D). At the
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beginning, the elements of lv0 (vx) consist of elements of the labels
l(vx) itself. Then, Eq. (1) is used to calculate iteratively the context
vector lvi (vx) whose elements consist of elements of the context
vector lvi1 (vadj_k) (vadj_k 2 adj(vx)) for all its adjacent nodes. Finally,
each context vector is added to a feature dictionary. In particular, all
elements of lvi (vx) are sorted by dictionary sequence. Take a node D
as an example. Its label ‘‘DRUG2/NNS” may be replaced by the alias
L3 and then its context vector lv0(D) = [L3]. Furthermore, because
the context vector lv1 (D) is made up of the 0-th context vectors
(lv0(B), lv0(H)) of its all adjacent nodes, the vector lv1(D) = [L4, L6].
The iteration of vectors for other vertices on the dependency and
linear subgraphs may be performed in the same way. Thus, the
vector lv2(D) = [L1, L3, L3, L5], which contains not only the whole
information for nodes within path length 2 of the node D, but also
embodies sub-structure information (see Fig. 2(C)). If there are
many identical labels in a vector, effective storage means might
be chosen to enhance data access efficiency.
The definition of Eq. (1) indicates that the context vectors of a
vertex, as iterative sequences of all its neighboring nodes, imply

Fig. 2. An example for the computational process of context vectors of nodes in a graph. (A) An instance of a graph G. (B) The column name is the alias of the label of each node
in the token dictionary. The alias will replace the corresponding label on a node to simplify the following representation. (C) The implication of the vector lv2(D). (D) The
calculation of context vectors and equivalent class.
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topology structure information and pass the information of nonadjacent nodes (e.g., lv2 (D) passes indirectly the information of
nodes A, G)). In addition, while our vectors mean a whole functional group and sub-groups of structures on a dependency subgraph, they embody token pairs before and after a word on a
linear subgraph. Thus, our vectors integrate many kinds of syntactic and lexical information around nodes.
As a result, the labels of vertex vx (vx 2 V) form a vector
sequence lmðmx Þ ¼ ðlm0 ðmx Þ; lm1 ðmx Þ; lm2 ðmx Þ; . . .Þ by applying Eq. (1)
iteratively. This method subdivides a node into multiple vectors,
which allows the contextual information of each vertex to be utilized fully.
In addition, consider that it is inevitable that many vertices,
such as dependency type or blinded entities, may have the same
context vectors in the iterative process. For example, many texts
on drug information, such as the DB-13 dataset, have a long
drug list. Multiple identical vectors in a sentence cannot play a
more important part in enhancing the expression of the feature
space.

2.4. The context-vector graph kernel based on equivalent classes
The distance between (all) pairs of vertices with labels has
an effect on the performance of the classification based on
the graph [32]. In our system, the union set of any vectors
lvh(vi) and lvh(vj) in the same layer Gh after the partition of
equivalent classes, if the vector exists, forms the context-vector
pairs Vph(vi, vj). For Example, the vector pair Vp0(A, D) = [L1, L3]
is made up of two vectors lv0(A) and lv0(D) of the layer G0 in
Fig. 2(D). The similarity of two graphs G and G0 depends on
the summed weight of all paths of context-vector pairs of all
layers.
The following terms on kernel definition follow Gärtner et al.
[32]. All context vectors of the layer Gh in a sentence graph are presented as an allocation matrix Lh 2 R|k||V|, where |k| is the number
of possible context vectors. The context-vector graph kernel is
defined as in Eq. (4).

*
!
! +
h
1
1
X
X
X
l
T
0
0l
KðG; G Þ ¼
bh Lh
E Lh ; Lh
E L0T
h
0

Definition 2. Equivalent class based on context vectors: If V is
the set of all vertices in a vertex-labeled graph, and ‘‘has the same
context vector as” is an equivalent relation  on V, the equivalent
class of an element ‘ (‘ 2 V) is denoted as [‘], whose definition is
the set of elements that are related to ‘ by .

½‘ ¼ fx 2 Vj‘  xg

ð2Þ

After labels of vertex vx are replaced with the context vector
lvi(vx) every time, the set of vertices in graph G conforms to the
equivalent relation . Furthermore, equivalent classes of all
nodes are calculated by using Eq. (2), and then equivalent
classes of nodes which have the same elements in their sets
are partitioned into a group to minimize the representation of
a graph. Fig. 2(D) shows the partition process of vertices.
Because the two nodes (C, E) in G0 have the same vector
lv0(vx), their corresponding equivalent classes [C] = [E] = {C, E}.
Thus, the two nodes are partitioned to a group. After the first
partition, nine vertices are divided into six groups. The number
@ h of groups is less than that of vertices. Furthermore, we
define a new graph Gh = (V, e, Lh , Ch) after each iteration, where
h is the number of iterations, Ch is the set of groups, and Lh is
the set of context vectors of all nodes after the h-th iteration; it
is defined as shown in Eq. (3)

Lh ¼ flv h ðv 1 Þ; lv h ðv 2 Þ; . . . ; lv h ðv j Þ; . . . ; lv h ðv n Þgv j 2 V

ð3Þ

As can be seen from Fig. 2, lv0(vx) only represents the basic
information of vertex vx, and lvh(vx) covers the structure information and more associated contexts of nodes which have a path
length h to the vertex vx. The path length h is also called the context
window. In other words, the vectorial representation captures the
direct and indirect contextual information of nodes more accurately from the vicinity to the distance as the iteration proceeds.
Thereby, a graph forms a hierarchical graph sequence G = (G0,
G1, . . .).
Table 1 gives the algorithm CCV to compute the context vectors of all vertices in graph G. When the context vectors of a
node are calculated, if the number of the iteration h P 1, only
adjacent nodes with edge weight 0.9 are selected to reduce noise
and control the sparsity of the feature space; otherwise all adjacent nodes are selected. There are two termination conditions for
the iterative computation of the context vectors. The computational process ends when the number of groups in Gi is equal
to that in Gi  1. In the other case, we may set the number h
of iterations. The parameter h⁄ of the algorithm CCV is the upper
bound of the context window size h; it is determined by
experiments.

h¼0

l¼0

l¼0

"
! # "
! #
jkj X
jkj
h X
1
1
X
X
X
l
T
0
0l
bh Lh
E Lh
Lh
E L0T
¼
h
h¼0 m¼0 n¼0

l¼0

mn

l¼0

ð4Þ

mn

where E and E0 are adjacency matrixes of graph G and G0 , respectively. Each component [E]ij denotes the weight of the edge
connecting vertex vi 2 V and vertex vj 2 V. Replacing the adjacency
matrix E by its n-th power (n 2 N, n P 0), each component [En]ij
gives the summed weight of the paths of length n from vertex
vi to vj. Multiplying this by the context vector matrix Lh, we
obtain the matrix LhEnLTh . Each component [LhEnLTh ]ij corresponds
to the summed weight of the paths of length n between the
vertex labeled lvh(vi) and the vertex labeled lvh(vj) in graph Gh.
For example, the vector pair Vp0(A, D) in Fig. 2(A) receives a
weight 1.8 when the path length is 2. Because we are interested
P

1
l
T
not only in paths of one specific length, the matrix Lh
l¼0 E Lh
denotes the context-vector pair matrix of graph Gh with the
P1 l
summed weight of all paths. The matrix power series
l¼0 E
combines the effect of label pairs with all lengths, and can be
calculated efficiently by Eq. (5).
1
X
El ¼ ðI  EÞ1  I

ð5Þ

l¼0

After much iteration, the matrix G ¼

Ph

h¼0 Lh

P

1
l
l¼0 E


LTh repre-

sents an instance of the sentence graph of a candidate interaction. The vector pair Vp0(A, D) with all path lengths in Fig. 2
(A) receives a weight 3.0 (path length 2 and 4, respectively). In
addition, context vectors of different window sizes have a
distinctive function in relation-extraction tasks. Therefore, the
decay factor bh > 0 is set to adjust the effect of context-vector
pairs with different window sizes. If the window size h = 0, the
context-vector graph kernel is equivalent to the all-path graph
kernel. In particular, because context-vector pairs from different
groups might form multiple same sequences of vector pairs, the
minimum among their weight is assigned to the sequence. In
general, if there are multiple vertices in an equivalent class, their
corresponding context vectors have weak expression. In conclusion, the context-vector graph kernel achieves not only the
structure and rich contextual information about the neighborhood of the vertices but also all paths’ information between
any context-vector pairs. Therefore, it has a more expressive
feature space.
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[12] do. The parameters (C = 1.5) of the SVM on the training datasets were obtained experimentally.

Table 1
The algorithm to calculate context vectors.
Algorithm CCV (Calculate_Context_Vector)
Input: the adjacency matrix E and label allocation matrix L of a graph G
h⁄ is the upper bound on the number h of hierarchies
Output: context vectors of all vertices in G
1: for x = 1 to n do //n is the number of vertices
2: lv0 (vx) = [l(vx)]
3: add lv0 (vx) to the feature dictionary F
4: equivalent classes of all vertices are calculated using Eq. (2), and
the nodes are grouped by equivalent classes
// lasto is the number of groups last time
5: last@
0, count
0
6: @
the number of groups
7: while @ > lasto
8: for x = 1 to n do
9:
for adj_k = 1 to m do//m is the number of adjacency vertices of vx
10:
if w(x,vadj_k) == 0.9 // w(x,vadj_k) is the weight between x and vadj_k
11:
add lvi1 (vadj_k) into lvi (vx)
12:
sort lvi (vx)
13:
add lvi (vx) to the feature dictionary F
14: do so as the 4th step
15: @
the number of groups
16: count = count + 1
17: if count == h⁄
18:
break
19: if @ == last@
0
20:
break
21: else
22:
last@
o

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Datasets and evaluation settings
We train and evaluate the proposed approach on the DDI-2013
corpus. The DDI-2013 corpus includes documents selected randomly from the DrugBank database (DB-2013) and Medline
abstracts (ML-2013); each of them is split into two parts, one of
which is a training dataset and the other a test dataset. All drug
mentions and drug pairs in the documents are annotated manually
by sentences. Each drug pair is annotated as either no interaction
(negative instance) or true interaction (positive instance). Moreover, one of four different types with more fine-gained annotations
is assigned to a true interaction. Table 2 lists the statistics of this
corpus.
For each test dataset, the performance of our system is evaluated by the standard evaluation measures (precision, recall and
F-score). F-score is defined as F = (2PR)/(P + R), which can play a
balanced role between P and R. In particular, for the ML-2013 corpus, this system is trained on the combination of the DB-2013 and
ML-2013 training datasets, as suggested by [8,13].
We conduct 5-fold sentence-level crossing validation on the
corresponding training set to optimize the parameters of our
approach. All features extracted are normalized. We use the least
squares support vector machine to learn a model, as Airola et al.

Table 2
Statistics for DDI-2013 corpus.
Instances

DDI type

DB-2013
Training set

Positive

Negative
Total

Mechanism
Effect
Advice
Int

ML-2013
Test set

Training set

Test set

1257
1535
818
178

278
298
214
94

62
152
8
10

24
62
7
2

22,217
26,005

4381
5265

1555
1787

401
496

3.2. Parameter selection
To achieve better performance from our system, the parameters
h⁄ and bh in Eq. (4) need to be assigned values based on
experiment.
The parameter h⁄ indicates the importance of the fit window
size of contexts. For the parameter h⁄, a smaller value means limited contextual information, which is insufficient to collect effective features, whereas a larger value signifies more extensive
coverage. In other words, a larger subgraph leads to matching
two sentences in a strict manner. Thus, over-fitting problems will
occur in the process of machine learning. In our system, the best
performance on the DB-2013 dataset is obtained when the parameter h⁄ = 2. A small performance improvement on the ML-2013
dataset will require more time cost with the increasing value of
the parameter h⁄. Therefore, the overall performance on the ML2013 dataset is optimal when the parameter h⁄ = 2.
The window size of contexts has various influences on a feature
space. In general, the closer the contexts are away from a token, the
more significant the features are. The weight of the window size
can be adjusted by the parameter bh of Eq. (4). To simplify the
selection of the parameter bh, we set an original value b and assign
the h-th power of b to the parameter bh. Figs. 3 and 4 show the
evaluation results on the two training sets for parameter b when
the parameter h⁄ = 2. The system reaches the best performance
when the parameter b ¼ 0:3 on the ML-2013 dataset and b ¼ 0:8
on the DB-2013 dataset. Fig. 5 shows that the best result is
achieved when the parameter b ¼ 0:4 on the union set of the
ML-2013 and DB-2013 datasets.
3.3. Performance comparisons with other graph kernels
Our context-vector graph kernel is a special all-path graph kernel when the context window size h = 0. Table 3 shows that the
context-vector graph kernel outperforms the all-path graph kernel.
The all-path graph kernel only calculates attributes of a vertex
itself and ignores contextual information (neighboring attributes
of the vertex). On the contrary, our approach not only allows for
contexts but also represents the contexts in a vector way. The relations among close-range tokens are embodied by linear contexts,
which are sequences representing token pairs before and after a
token, while the relations among long-range tokens are shown
by dependency contexts, which are sequences representing either
relations around a token node or tokens around a dependency
node. Moreover, the iteration from context vectors of adjacent
nodes obtains contextual information around a token within the
window size h as well as farther distances. Vectorial representation
of contexts provides more overall representation for the words and
syntactic structures around tokens. Furthermore, the feature space
of model learning is built on any context-vector pairs after the partition of equivalent classes, instead of being limited to context vectors alone. Table 4 gives the contribution of different context types
to the performance of our system. The feature Spc reduces the
irrelevant noise to helpful contexts to raise the F-score for long
complicated sentences, whereas it does not have too much impact
on the performance of the DDI extraction from short sentences.
Compared with the HSP graph kernel based on hash operation
with high recall, the context vector-graph kernel is a more expressive and holistic approach. As a result, our precision on the ML2013 and DB-2013 datasets in Table 3 is significantly higher than
that of the HSP graph kernel, especially on the ML-2013 dataset.
On the whole, the F-measure of both datasets is rising.
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Fig. 3. Evaluation for the parameter b on the ML-2013 training dataset.

In addition, we also consider the computational complexity of
the context-vector graph kernel. In the algorithm CCV, the computation of context vectors requires the time O(n2) for all nodes of a
graph. Furthermore, the runtime of this system is mainly spent on
the computation of the similarity matrix, which is accomplishable
within the time O(n3). Therefore, our approach has the same time
complexity O(n3) as the all-path and the HSP graph kernel do. Nevertheless, because a vertex is labeled with context vectors, the runspeed of this system is a bit slower than theirs.
Recently a number of studies that compared the assessment of
DDIs with an electronic database and a clinician’s assessment
showed a large discrepancy in the number and relevance of
detected DDIs [33]. As a result, a system with high precision is
especially advantageous when extracting knowledge from large
corpora such as the MEDLINE database, because it avoids overloading end users with too many false positives [27]. Our graph kernel,
with its characteristic of high precision, makes full use of tokens
them self and their contexts and improves the performance of
the DDI extraction system.
3.4. Performance comparisons with top-ranking systems
To evaluate our approach, we compare this system with topranking systems in the DDI task. Table 5 shows that our system
achieves the best overall performance (81.8% F) on the union set
of the ML-2013 and DB-2013 test datasets. To distinguish the performance on different types of documents, results on the ML-2013
and DB-2013 datasets are presented in Tables 6 and 7, respectively.

Fig. 4. Evaluation for the parameter b on the DB-2013 training dataset.

Fig. 5. Evaluation for the parameter b on the all training datasets which combine
the ML-2013 dataset with the DB-2013 dataset.

Table 3
Performance comparisons (F-score) with other graph kernels on the ML-2013 and DB2013 test datasets. The highest score are highlighted in bold.
Dataset
ML-2013

DB-2013

Graph kernel
All paths
HSP
Context Vector
All paths
HSP
Context Vector

P (%)
46.8
54.6
67.9
75.6
81.9
85.7

R (%)
69.4
68.4
60.0
83.3
82.1
80.7

F (%)
55.9
60.7
63.7
79.3
82.0
83.1

3.4.1. The performance on the ML-2013 dataset
Table 6 gives the performance comparisons between our system
and the top-ranking systems on the ML-2013 test dataset. Our system outperforms other systems with an F-score increase ranging
from 4.5 to 26.1 points. It should be noted that our performance
has a significant improvement on the ML-2013 dataset. Texts of
the ML-2013 dataset, which are characterized by very scientific
language from the abstracts of the MEDLINE database, have relatively longer and more complex subordinated structural sentences
than those of the DB-2013 dataset. Thus some associated contexts
have longer spans for a token. Therefore, it is important for the ML2013 dataset to capture the relations among long-range tokens,
which hasn’t been resolved well in the top-ranking systems. Our
approach exploits the representation of the dependency relation
and the iterative calculation of context vectors; thereby the relations among not only long-range tokens but also close-range
tokens in the long sentences all are captured sufficiently. Moreover, there may be more nodes and relatively more complex structures in some corresponding sentence graphs on the ML-2013
dataset. Because vectorial representation of contexts is a more
holistic expression that obtains all of the relevant information in
a direct or indirect way in addition to the topological structure,
our approach conveys the information of a graph elaborately.

Table 4
Performance changes by varying context types in the DDI detection task. The baseline
feature includes all context vectors without context-vector pairs. The pairs feature
denotes context-vector pair feature. The Spc feature denotes context vectors of
vertices on the shortest path between a candidate drug pair.
Dataset

Feature

P (%)

R (%)

F (%)

ML-2013

(1): Baseline
(2): (1)+pairs
(3): Spc + pairs

46.2
61.0
67.9

64.2
64.2
60.0

53.7
62.5
63.7

DB-2013

(1): Baseline
(2): (1)+pairs
(3): Spc + pairs

81.6
83.7
85.7

80.0
82.8
80.7

80.8
83.2
83.1
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Table 5
Performance comparisons (F-score) with top-ranking systems on all test datasets
which combine the ML-2013 dataset with the DB-2013 dataset. The highest score are
highlighted in bold.
Team

P (%)

R (%)

F (%)

Context Vector
FBK-irst
WBI
SCAI
UTurku

85.8
79.4
80.1
74.8
83.3

78.2
80.6
72.2
66.6
60.2

81.8
80.0
75.9
70.4
69.9

Furthermore, context-vector pairs based on the partition of
equivalent classes enhance the expression of the feature space.
In contrast, contexts of tokens, especially among long-range
tokens, haven’t been used effectively by the other systems. In the
BioSem system, for example, each candidate DDI pair is considered
independently, which is taken out of context. They divide DDI pairs
that span over more than one single clause into multiple single
clauses. In fact, the number of sentences with subordinate clauses
is more than 25% of the total 4023 interacting drug–drug pairs for
the ML-2013 dataset. Although it is easy to learn a model from
simplified sentences, this partition may result in difficulty detecting DDIs for candidate pairs spanning over the subordinate clauses.
Thus, further performance improvement might be limited on DDI
tasks. The FBK-irst system only uses the limited contexts of the
Shallow Linguistic kernel. The UTurku system [11] uses sentence
features, dependency features and informatics from external
domains, such as the DrugBank and MetaMap model systems.
But Table 4 shows that the feature of vector pairs, which isn’t
exploited by them, enhances the F-score 8.8 points in the ML2013 test dataset. As a result, our experiments seem to manifest
that the performance of DDI tasks can be improved significantly
if contexts are appropriately exploited for long and complex sentences built on a better structured representation.
3.4.2. The performance on the DB-2013 dataset
The results in Table 7 indicate that our system achieves a comparable F-score (83.1%) on the DB-2013 test dataset. The performance has little improvement on the DB-2013 dataset. The
possible reason may be because of the following factors. The DB2013 dataset, which contains short and concise uncomplicated
sentences well-curated manually, has limited room for performance improvements. In addition, even if contexts haven’t been
used sufficiently, it is also enough to obtain effective features to
identify the relations between drug pairs by combining various
text-mining techniques. The FBK-irst system and the WBI system
[8] each benefit from a hybrid kernel system based on three kernels. This FBK-irst system still uses other techniques such as filtering techniques and parameter selection techniques. Thus this
system seems to be a little intricate. The SCAI system [9] combines
three machine learning techniques: linear SVM, Naive Bayes and
Voting Perceptron. The BioSem system, based on chunks, uses lexical features, phrase and syntactic features besides some filtering
techniques. However, the experiments of Segura-Bedmar et al.

Table 6
Performance comparisions (F-score) with top-ranking systems on the ML-2013 test
dataset. The highest score are highlighted in bold.
Team

P (%)

R (%)

F (%)

Context Vector
BioSem
FBK-irst
WBI
SCAI
UTurku

67.9
67.6
55.8
62.5
38.7
65.8

60.0
52.6
50.5
42.1
63.0
26.3

63.7
59.2
53.0
50.3
47.9
37.6

Table 7
Performance comparisons (F-score) with top-ranking systems on the DB-2013 test
dataset. The highest score are highlighted in bold.
Team

P (%)

R (%)

F (%)

Context Vector
BioSem
FBK-irst
WBI
SCAI
UTurku

85.7
85.9
81.6
81.4
79.6
84.3

80.7
81.2
83.8
75.5
68.1
63.8

83.1
83.5
82.7
78.3
73.4
72.6

[17] demonstrate that a multiple-kernel combined system is difficult to design for further performance improvement on DDIs tasks.
In general, the top-ranking systems perform the tasks of relation extraction by exploiting either composite kernels or domain
resources. In addition, these systems still use some filtering techniques to rule out irrelevant negative instances for the sake of
the balance of the bias dataset. Considering that our features come
exclusively from training data and the model is learned automatically from all candidate instances without external resources, our
approach may be more generalizable to other relation extraction
tasks.
3.4.3. The analysis of different performances on the ML-2013 and DB2013 datasets
The results in Tables 6 and 7 indicate that there is almost 19
points F-score visible difference between the DB-2013 dataset
and the ML-2013 dataset. One reason may be the different size of
the two corpora. Table 2 shows that the ML-2013 training dataset
is approximately 14 times smaller than the DB-2013 dataset.
Learning a model from a small corpus is one of the challenges to
machine-learning-based approaches. Another possible reason that
might affect the system performance is the above-mentioned different document style of the two datasets. Their distinction can
be seen obviously from Table 4, and this system achieves diverse
evaluation results on the two datasets in spite of the identical
feature-type Spc.
However, because the literature of the MEDLINE database, as
one of major data sources for biomedical text-mining, has its particular linguistic style, further research for upcoming relation
extraction tasks on it must continue to be carried out. Our system
promotes the performance improvement of detecting DDIs on the
ML-2013 dataset. Therefore, it might be a significant advance for
biomedical text-mining on scientific literature.
3.5. DDI type classification
The classification of DDIs is a multiclass problem. Our approach
takes two steps to conduct the task. One of four DDI types (mechanism, effect, advice, int) is assigned to the interacting drug pairs
extracted.
Two popular ways to address a multiclass issue using binary
SVM classifiers are the one-versus-all and one-versus-one strategies. The one-versus-all constructs k SVM classifiers, where k is
the number of classes. The ith SVM is trained on the instances in
the ith class with positive labels, and all other instances with negative labels. The one-versus-one builds a classifier for each pair of
classes and all together k(k1)/2 binary classifiers are constructed.
For DDI type classification, FBK-irst uses a binary SVM with a oneversus-all method. WBI and UTurku use a multi-class SVM. Kim
et al. [18] uses the one-versus-one strategy.
In our approach, the one-versus-all method is used to classify
the extracted DDIs into different categories. We train 4 separate
models. An extracted DDI instance receives the class label of the
model which has the highest confidence score for this instance. If
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none of models assign a class label to a predicted DDI instance, a
default label (one of four types) is assigned to it.
Tables 8 and 9 show the best multiclass performance on the two
datasets when the default label is ‘‘mechanism” for the DB-13 dataset and ‘‘effect” for the ML-13 dataset, respectively. It is seen from
Table 10 that our approach achieves the best F-score for the detection and classification task of DDIs on the union of the two test
datasets.

Table 11
Analysis and examples of false negative instances in the DB-2013 and ML-2013
datasets.
ID

Error cause

Example

DDIs not
detected

E1

Complex sentences
with anaphora and
cataphora

(e0,e6)
(e1,e6)
...
(e5,e6)

E2

Complex and
compound sentences

E3

Dependency parsing
error

E4

The error of the short
distance between
entities

Drugs such as erythromycine0,
diltiazeme1, verapamile2,
ketoconazolee3, fluconazolee4 and
itraconazolee5 were shown to
significantly increase the C max and
AUC of orally administered
midazolame6
During maintenance of anesthesia
or sedation, the rate of DIPRIVANe0
injectable emulsion administration
should be adjusted according to the
desired level of anesthesia or
sedation and may be reduced in the
presence of supplemental analgesic
agentse1 (e.g., nitrous oxidee2 or
opioidse3)
Interactions for Vitamin B1e0
(Thiaminee1): Loop Diureticse2,
Oral Contraceptivese3, Stavudinee4,
Tricyclic Antidepressantse5
HEY cells treated with dasatinibe0
plus paclitaxele1 formed fewer
colonies than did cells treated with
either agent alone

3.6. Error analysis
To provide a road map for future work in the extraction of DDIs
from texts, we analyze the main sources of errors produced by our
system. There are not errors such as negation expressions errors,
coordinate structures errors and appositions errors in our system.
These errors remain currently one of the principal error sources
in DDI tasks. Our system rules out these sentences by learning a
model instead of using a filtering technique. The expressive representation of contextual information may be the possible reason.
Most of the other errors are non-trivial. Our errors can be categorized into five groups. Table 11 gives the main causes and examples for the false negatives in the DB-2013 dataset and ML-2013
dataset. One of the important factors contributing to false negatives on the DB-2013 dataset (nearly a quarter of the errors) is
caused by complex sentences with the anaphora and cataphora
description. But this error doesn’t appear in false negatives on
the ML-2013 dataset. A possible reason may be the difference in
the linguistic structures of texts on the two datasets. Many texts
of the DB-2013 corpus include a list of drugs or linguistic phenomena used as anaphora and cataphora.
The following reasons result in the second group of errors
which exist in some long, complex and compound sentences. Some
unusual text patterns are included in the test dataset, but they
haven’t been learned in the training dataset. In addition, the

Table 8
Performance comparisons (F-score) of DDIs classification with top-ranking systems
on ML-2013 test dataset. ‘‘DEC” indicates detection performance. ‘‘CLA” indicates
detection and classification performance for all classes. ‘‘MEC”, ‘‘EFF”, ‘‘ADV” and
‘‘INT” are for mechanism, effect, advice and int types, respectively. The highest score
are highlighted in bold. The symbols of the following tables have the same meaning.
Team

DEC

CLA

MEC

EFF

ADV

INT

ContextVector
FBK-irst
Kim

63.7
53.0
47.1

52.0
39.8
38.2

40.0
38.3
45.5

53.6
43.6
35.2

57.1
28.6
42.9

50.0
57.1
25.0

(e0,e1)
(e0,e2)
(e0,e3)

(e0,e2)
(e0,e3)
...
(e0,e5)
(e0,e1)

dependency parser needs to further improve the parsing accuracy
for long and complicated sentences. The third error group comes
from the errors of dependency parsing for sentences. Therefore,
these two error sources pose a serious challenge to the performance of the dependency parser.
The fourth error source of false negatives only appears in the
ML-2013 dataset and accounts for around one-third of 38 false
negative instances. The wrong detection of DDIs occurs in sentences where two entities are described in the following ways,
such as DRUG1/DRUG2, DRUG1 and DRUG2, DRUG1 or DRUG2,
and DRUG1 plus DRUG2 (see E4 in Table 11). The distance between
the two entities is too small to obtain enough information on
detecting DDIs. Most systems solve the problem by rules-based
methods or the expansion of the sentential structure at present.
The last group of errors consists of cases where interesting DDI
pairs syntactically seem to be true DDI pairs.

4. Conclusion
Table 9
Performance comparisons (F-score) of DDIs classification with top-ranking systems
on DB-2013 test dataset.
Team

DEC

CLA

MEC

EFF

ADV

INT

ContextVector
Kim
FBK-irst

83.1
80.4
82.7

72.4
69.8
67.6

69.2
71.4
70.5

76.4
70.6
69.9

75.4
73.6
70.5

59.5
49.7
54.5

Table 10
Performance comparisons (F-score) of DDIs classification with top-ranking systems
on all test datasets which combine the ML-2013 test dataset with the DB-2013 test
dataset.
Team

DEC

CLA

MEC

EFF

ADV

INT

Context-Vector
Kim
FBK-irst
WBI
UTurku

81.8
77.5
80.0
75.9
69.9

68.4
67.0
65.1
60.9
59.4

66.9
69.3
67.9
61.8
58.2

71.3
66.2
62.8
61.0
60.0

71.4
72.5
69.2
63.2
63.0

51.6
48.3
54.7
51.0
50.7

In this work, we apply context vectors to a graph kernel for
detecting and classifying DDIs from biomedical texts. The proposed
method focuses on the effective use of the different types of contexts and the relations among words with different distances.
Based on the graph representation of a sentence for the relation
among the close-range and long-range words, the context vectors
calculated iteratively from adjacent labeled nodes obtain rich and
expressive surrounding features of tokens of sentences. Each word
of a sentence is represented as multiple vectors according to the
subgraph type, its neighbor, different window sizes and the weight
of an edge. Based on equivalent classes with the same context vectors, the grouping of vertices minimizes the representation of a
graph. Furthermore, the diverse distance between context vectors
in the same layer are exploited to embody the connection strength.
Applied to the DDIExtraction 2013 corpus, our system without
multiple kernels and external resources achieves the best detection
and classification performance in existing top-ranking DDIs
systems.
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The proposed method provides a valid description of how elaborate and expressive contextual information in a sentence are
obtained effectively. Our approach captures the relations among
not only close-range tokens but also long-range tokens. Moreover,
the relations involve not only the direct but also various indirect
syntactic contexts. Experiments indicate that our approach plays
a role in the tasks of relation extraction from scientific literature
containing long and complex sentences. In addition, it is also an
effective alternative for classification tasks with the characteristic
of more nodes and attributions, especially for such systems with
higher precision requirements.
As for future work, the following factors may be considered.
Structured representation may be extended to further embody
the syntactic characteristic of complicated sentences. In addition,
word embedding and the knowledge base may be integrated into
the vectors.
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